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The year 2009 saw the last issue of our newsletter, then known as El Atrisqueño. It was a year most
of us will remember, and less than favorably. What we now know as the Great Recession was fully
under way, and not only individuals and corporations were suffering its effects, but non-profits as
well. Including the Atrisco Companies and Foundation. Most of those reading this will remember
that SunCal was foreclosed upon by Barclays Bank in 2009 and left New Mexico. With it went the
revenue stream we at Atrisco had been depending on to fund both day-to-day operations and
philanthropic programs as well as our ability to continue the newsletter.
When hit with this harsh reality our existence as an organization was in peril. What were we to
do to keep going and not abandon our hopes and dreams of benefiting both Atrisco heirs and
the community at large? What was to become of us and how would we work ourselves out of this
quagmire. Actually, the question was quite well understood because it had been faced before.
We proceeded in a manner similar to our Atrisco land grant ancestors when faced with a new
and difficult environment: with imagination, conviction, and courage. Their challenges as early
pioneers to the New World were those of starting from scratch in a completely new land in hopes
of achieving first survival and then sustainability: how were they to obtain sufficient water to grow
crops in a semi-arid landscape, with whom could they trade for needed goods, how could they assure
their community’s safety? How were they to adapt to an ever changing dominion, belonging first
to Spain, then Mexico, then the United States? These pioneer forebears of ours showed themselves
determined, resilient, and pragmatic. And so they endured, and prospered. How were we to
do likewise?
Our challenges were different, they were 21st Century challenges, not those of jurisdictional
changes or dry fields in need of acequias, but those of an abruptly dried up economic landscape.
How could we keep our companies and our foundation safe and in business? We, like the early land
grant families, mustered all our resolve, flexibility, and experience to take the Atrisco Companies
forward. The first thing we did was look around us for new ways to build reliable revenue and create
a portfolio of enterprises that would allow us first to stay afloat (keep our heads above water) and
second to build capacity to re-engage with our earlier identified philanthropic activities. The first
key piece in this recovery portfolio was a company we would acquire in (2009), the Rio Grande
Educational Collaborative (RGEC), which was operating a handful of academically oriented afterschool programs in Albuquerque’s South Valley. Their work was addressing a need we agreed was
crucial: that of encouraging and improving educational achievement for elementary age children,
many whom were from poor and disadvantaged families. We believed an opportunity existed
within some of these non-profit organizations in that their business practices were lacking yet they
possessed a powerful and genuinely beneficial mission within their companies.
continued on page two

We’re Back! It’s been
several years since we
last communicated
with you… our gente.
Much has happened
in all our lives since
then. For the Atrisco
Companies the last
several years, particularly the recessionary
period, was a tough one. The recession was
a black hole we needed to battle with and
then work ourselves out of. Thankfully, we
did. Our latest example of perseverance is
likely not our greatest moment in our 400
year history of people of Atrisco but it is still
a very critical achievement and certainly
relevant to our future interests to serve
Atrisco heirs and our broader community.
Simply put…we needed to survive. We did
and now we are beginning to flourish.
In this first edition of our re-named
newsletter La Merced®, we share stories
of our companies recent journey and our
exciting future plans for all of the Atrisco
Companies. We welcome back our heirs
and we hope you enjoy the tales of our
ongoing heritage and legacy as Atrisqueños.
Please read and Enjoy!
Regards,
Peter Sanchez, CEO Atrisco Companies
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Lights On
f o r L i t e r ac y
The Rio Grande Educational Collaborative
(RGEC) is all about supporting and
supplementing the education of young
children in our community. RGEC does
this by offering high quality academicbased before and after school services
to elementary age children. Recently in
partnership with the National After School
Alliance, RGEC celebrated National
Lights on for Literacy to offer children a
fun and exciting way to engage in reading
and literacy.
As part of this effort, on a cool, but bright
and clear evening in late October, RGEC
organized a festive gathering at the Atrisco
offices for several dozen children and
families participating in RGEC’s after-school
programs at some 30-plus elementary
schools in the Albuquerque area. Its purpose
was to celebrate the children’s achievements.
Children demonstrated their success in
reading with/to? RGEC staff and VISTA
volunteers. Each young reader had
decorated a luminaria bag so as to relate
to a story they had read. Many colorfully
illustrated little bags were illuminated
and proudly set out around the Atrisco
parking lot. Refreshments in the form of
hot chocolate, biscochitos, and candy were
available for parents and kids to enjoy while
they strolled about to admire the luminarias,
which were displayed by groupings of
participating elementary schools.

WHAT BECAME OF US?
and WHERE HAVE WE BEEN?
continued from page one

Over the past three years
of being a member of the
Atrisco Companies we have
grown Mariachi Spectacular
by over 20% each year in
conference attendance and
have begun selling out our
Spectacular Concert.
Moreover, we believed we could change the
potential impact of these type of companies by
applying our business experience and knowhow to expand these programs to families able
and willing to pay for them. It was our belief
that all of New Mexico’s children needed help
and so upside in growth was possible. If we
were correct in this analysis it would mean both
helping more children do well in school and
also it would create a more meaningful revenue
stream for RGEC and the Atrisco Companies.
So we set out upon such an expansion, reaching
out well beyond Albuquerque, so successfully
that within five years RGEC had grown from
six programs to sixty, some as far away as
Deming and Taos. The Rio Grande Educational
Collaborative had become our gateway to
survival and to a more prosperous future.

Next in our portfolio was Mariachi Spectacular
de Albuquerque. This art education and
heritage celebrating organization had been in
existence within our community for twentyfive years, led by its creator, Noberta Fresquez,
and had received support from the Atrisco
Heritage Foundation before the 2009 crash.
Atrisco subsequently took it on as one of
our companies, with the goal of once again
using best business practices both to support
the colorful cultural tradition represented
by mariachi music and to produce revenue.
We concentrated on promoting Mariachi
Spectacular’s annual summer workshop and
concert series, which brings mariachi students
from all over the country to study with top
mariachi master musicians.
continued on page five

At approximately 6:00 PM, everyone
gathered to hear some of the children’s best
writing read aloud, and also to participate
in raffle prizes awarded. These included
two enthusiastically received brand new
bikes for kids, courtesy of New Mexico’s
Public Education Department, and various
certificates for pizza and Starbucks coffee
from other sponsors. We are very pleased
that RGEC and New Mexico’s version of
“Lights on for Literacy” brought greater
attention and awareness to parent and child
alike of the importance of reading and the joy
and simplicity of a good book.
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The San Jose de Armijo Church

Our Atrisco Heir community has long been
aware of our ownership of cemeteries, however,
it is less likely that our community has been
aware of our ownership of a church. The San Jose
de Armijo Church shares a similar name to our
largest cemetery. It has been less visible to our
community of heirs and the general community
mainly due to a long term lease granted by
Westland years earlier which kept the church
from being available to the community as it was
occupied by tenants. Some of you are aware that,
under Westland, the little chapel was leased for
some forty years to a small group of penitentes.
The lease is no longer held by any tenants and
for the last few years has been managed by the
Atrisco Heritage Foundation where care and
stewardship now resides.

This centuries-old adobe chapel is not just
another old building, but a structure of great
importance as part of the Atrisco community,
both geographically and culturally. It is located
in the heart of the South Valley, off of Riverside
Road, and is a historic locale at the heart of our
Atrisco community’s experience and traditions.
San Jose stands on nearly two acres of attractive
land, just off the western banks of the Rio
Grande River, and to the east of the Camino
Real, the great highway that saw so many crucial
comings and goings from the arrival of our
Spanish forebears onward.
In the past, Mass was celebrated there regularly
in the days when it was difficult to cross the
river to larger churches in Albuquerque.
Important community events such as marriages,
baptismals, and funerals took place as well into
the twentieth century. It is very likely that many
of your ancestors were married there just as the
photo enclosed shares a moment in our history
when the family wedding of Atrisco heirs
Rosie Carrasco and Cecilio Gurule took place.

The couple’s ancestors had helped to build the
chapel, and the bride’s grandmothers and greatgrandmothers had also taken their vows at our
ancestral church.
The Atrisco Heritage Foundation now looks to
a broader re-purposing of the church that both
honors the structure’s historic role and brings
the property meaningfully into the current life of
the community. So, over the past fifteen months,
we have been giving thorough and thoughtful
consideration to positive possibilities for a
new life for this precious resource, supported
by an in-depth best-use analysis carried out by
the UNM Anderson School of Business. Our
study encourages a re-purposing similar to the
successful effort provided for the Old Church
at San Ysidro in Corrales. An adaptation that
would enable our chapel to welcome both
traditional uses like weddings, quinceañeras,
and festivals; historic and cultural exhibits;
and also concerts, art shows, and other events.
Further down the road, it may be possible to
expand the property in such a way as to create a
conference and retreat center.
Our highest and heartfelt wish is to revive
this special property as a proud and positive
resource for not only our Atrisco community
and heirs, but for all of Albuquerque as well. We
look forward with great excitement to the idea
of re-introducing this wonderful part of our
heritage to our families once again.

Profile of an
Atrisqueña
Katarina Sandoval is
the Chief Academic Officer for ABQ
Public Schools, a
position she began
in 2015. She began
working for APS in
January 2014 as the
Executive Director of Innovation, a newly created position in the district charged
with creating schools and programs to create pathways of choice for families.
Previous to that, Kata co-founded South
Valley Academy in 1999, an APS-authorized
charter school that prepares all students to
enter college. She served as Principal at
South Valley Academy before transitioning to APS. As a trailblazer in education
here in New Mexico South Valley Academy received many accolades while under
Ms. Sandoval’s leadership including being listed as one of the top three high
schools in the state of New Mexico during
her tenure.
However, Kata’s start as a young person
here is Albuquerque started with humble
and simple beginnings. She grew up in the
South Valley near Holy Family Church
and near El Campo Santo’s Santa Clara
Cemetery where many of her family is
buried. Kata is a graduate of West Mesa
High School in Albuquerque. After high
school she left New Mexico to attend
Stanford University where she earned her
bachelors degree.
She then set out to further her education
on the east coast attending Harvard
University, earning a Masters degree in
Teaching and Curriculum. She began her
teaching in the Boston Public Schools
and has been an educator since 1995. In
1999, Kata returned home to her roots in a
quest to help her own community with the
experiences and opportunities that she had
been exposed to in her adult life.

Rosie Carrasco and Cecilio Gurule
Wedding Date: May 20, 1943
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Proyecto Internacional del Fresco
de Albu(r)querques

M

Most people in Albuquerque know that a long-ago eighteenth-century
Spaniard, the Duke of Alburquerque, and his City gave us names for our
baseball team and indeed for our City itself. But how many of us are aware
that New Mexico’s largest City is presently linked in active friendship to
the Spanish city that spells its name with that extra “r”? Alburquerque,
Spain, lies in the southwestern Spanish region of Extremadura; it was
from this semi-arid terrain, much like New Mexico’s, that many of our
pioneering Atrisco forebears came. Including in 1598 the first members
of the Duran y Chaves family, who would later found the great Atrisco
Land Grant of 1692. This Spanish city and our own Albuquerque have
been linked as friendship cities since August 2001, and sister cities since
July 2003.
To honor these dual bonds, the Atrisco Heritage Foundation has helped
to sponsor a special work of art in our Spanish sister city: a grand
historic fresco in the main salon of Alburquerque, Spain’s City Hall.
This painting was very recently completed by master fresco artist and
muralist Frederico Vigil, who also created the dramatic and colorful
historic wall paintings that enliven the walls of the circular “Torreon”
at the National Hispanic Cultural Center here in Albuquerque. Vigil,
a Santa Fe native trained in the exacting art of “true fresco,” worked
some five months in Spain to complete an imposing fresco expressing
the linked history of the two Albu(r)querques. Included in the grand
scene is a reference to the original 1598 Atrisco land grant settlement.
On December 24th 2015, the Mayor of Alburquerque, Spain, D. Angel
Vadillo, presided over the official public opening of the fresco. At this
gathering, the artist spoke movingly about the rich heritage and many
contributions brought by the Extremadura settlers to New Mexico and
symbolized in his work.
Our Foundation is gratified to have been a part of developing this
beautiful piece of art for all the world to appreciate. Frederico Vigil’s
latest masterpiece is a celebration of shared heritage and connection,
appropriately referred to as the “Proyecto Internacional del Fresco de
Albu(r)querques.” The fresco image provides great symbolism of the
connection between Old World and New World with Spanish land grant
colonists as the bridge between these two worlds. For more information
about this project please visit the Atrisco Heritage Foundation website at
atriscoheritagefoundation.org.

PROFILE OF AN ATRISQUEÑA
continued from page three

As a Founder and Principal of South Valley
Academy, which is located in the area of
Blake and Coors in the South Valley of
Albuquerque, Kata quickly began to stand
out as an education innovator as her early
stage start up Charter School began to make
serious strides in leading an alternative
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school choice movement here in New
Mexico. From there it was not long before
APS took notice and promoted her up the
ranks. In addition, to her work in APS,
Kata serves as an Advisory Board Member
for the Atrisco Companies as well as other
community Boards here in the City. She is

married and has three young children, a son
and two daughters.
From humble beginnings to an educational
trailblazer, La Merced is proud to celebrate
the success of Katarina Sandoval.
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WHAT BECAME OF US?
and WHERE HAVE WE BEEN?
continued from page one

Mariachi Spectacular’s program reinforces a traditional art form and produces economic benefits
to the City through hotel and restaurant earnings, and produces revenue for Mariachi Spectacular
and the Atrisco Companies. Over the past three years of being a member of the Atrisco Companies
we have grown Mariachi Spectacular by over 20% each year in conference attendance and have
begun selling out our Spectacular Concert. This has resulted in a welcomed financial improvement
but even more importantly it has allowed our organization to share this Hispanic art form with
thousands of participants and music concert goers each year. Today, we are building Mariachi
Spectacular with the ambition to expand and flourish this wonderful music genre within our
community and across our country.
El Campo Santo, with its three cemeteries—San Jose de Armijo, Santa Clara, and Evangelico—
all within Atrisco land grant areas provided the third portfolio component. We are particularly
pleased that these holdings allow us to serve and comfort Atrisco heirs in a time of loss by offering
them burial and related services at nominal cost. And very careful financial management has
further enabled us to provide a burial option to the wider community at below market rates, while
still augmenting income for Atrisco Companies. Moreover, from the successes mentioned above we
have recently been able to purchase seven additional acres of land adjacent to San Jose de Armijo
Cemetery thus expanding the size of this cemetery and allowing greater land to be available for
future use.
As a consequence of our challenges faced and our good fortune of being blessed with a strong work
ethic and an undeniable tenacity, likely as part of our ancestral DNA, we have now brought ourselves
to a new beginning through these three companies as our engines. As a consolidated group of five
entities including Atrisco Heritage Foundation and Atrisco Oil and Gas along with the prior three
discussed we have achieved sustainability. Today, as we write this article with our heads safely above
water, we are once again looking optimistically toward a bright future, one that will allow us to serve
both our heirs and the wider community—as has always been our core mission.

Please pass this Newsletter, La Merced, to any and all members of your family and friends.
We want to communicate as broadly as possible so please share. Also, if anyone would like
to be included in future La Merced Newsletters please send your email address to the following
individual at the Atrisco Companies; Jennifer Vargas at jvargas@atrisco.org or you may
call our offices to provide your email information by reaching us at (505) 836-0306.

San Jose de Armijo
Cemetery—an affordable
solution to the high cost of
placing a loved one to rest
•
•
•
•
•

Low cost burial and cremation sites
Pre-Paid Plot Plans Available
Caretaker residence on site
Covered prayer pavilion
Services provided to all families

2957 Arenal Rd. SW
(just west of Coors)
For more information,
please call us at (505) 836-0306
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